Grooved .22 Peep sight information
Thank you for your inquiry into our Grooved .22 Peep sight. This sight was
designed to be a basic primary aperture style sight rather than an auxiliary back up sight
like our other peep sights. The world of “grooved” receivers covers everything from
precision cut dovetail bases to simple grooves machined along the top of the action.
Some bases are flat on top while others are radiuses. We tried to design a sight that
would function on as many bases as possible.
Front sight heights and styles was another thing that varied greatly so we
designed the sight to work with as many as possible but we are unable to tell you
whether our sight will align with a specific factory front sight. Our suggestion would be to
try the peep with the factory sight and consult your local gunsmith should a front sight
modification be needed to align with the peep.
The sight is fully adjustable for both windage and elevation. The sight does not
have click detents as it was not designed to be a target sight but rather a sight used for
hunting or “plinking” informally.
With the elevation slide in its lowest position the sight height is .360" from the bottom on
the elevation slide to the center of the aperture.
The sight has .175" of elevation up so the range is from .360" to .535" high.
The sight has .040" of windage adjustment on either side of center.
The sight body is 1.070" long, .750" wide and .640" high measured from the bottom of
the sight clamps to the top of the standing body.
The aperture shank is 7/32”-40 threads which is an industry standard size and this will
allow the use of other apertures by makers such as Williams, Merit and others.
If this sight does not work on your gun, the front sight alteration is too costly or if the front sight is such that it
cannot be changed we will offer a money back guarantee as long as the sight is returned in unaltered condition with a
copy of the sales receipt so we can reimburse you the purchase price.

